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ABSTRACT
We describe two theoretical bases for an algorithm for
back-projection. The first is (1) Fourier inversion of the
mathematical expression for the far electric field
components in terms of the aperture electric field. The
second is (2) Fourier inversion of the complete vectorial
transmitting characteristic of Kerns' scattering matrix. It
is this characteristic that results from the standard process
of planar near-field (PNF) scanning and the ensuing
reduction of the PNF transmission equation. We
demonstrate that the theoretical approaches (1) and (2)
yield identical back-projection algorithms.
We report on back-projection measurements of an 18 inch
X-band flat plate phased array using the far-field obtained
from both planar and spherical near-field scanning. The
spherical measurements were made on a large arch range.
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1.0 Introduction
Back-projection to an aperture with planar near-field
scanning has been thoroughly explored. Its application to
phased array element alignment and element diagnostics
has found considerable success [1]. Back-projection of
planar near-field scanning data, however, has drawbacks:
Firstly, the unwanted presence of the standing wave
between the array antenna and the near-field probe, and
secondly, the limited aperture resolution due to scan-area
truncation [2]. Recently, Cappellin et al have explored
the utility of spherical scanning for reflector antenna backprojection and diagnostics [3]. Here we demonstrate with
a flat-plate slotted array the utility of an arch scanner for
obtaining reliable back-projection results.
We have employed two approaches for back-projection.
The first is (1) Fourier inversion from the mathematical
expression for the far electric field components in terms of
the aperture electric field. The second is (2) Fourier
inversion of the complete vectorial transmitting

characteristic of Kerns' scattering matrix [5]. Here we
describe and demonstrate an algorithm that estimates the
near electric field from the far electric field in a manner
equivalent to conventional PNF aperture imaging.
We report on back-projection measurements of an 18 inch
X-band flat plate phased array using the far-field obtained
from spherical NF scanning. Because of the large 173
inch radius, the standing wave was significantly reduced;
furthermore, data was acquired over all of the forward
hemisphere, equivalent to a 90° critical angle, giving the
greatest resolution in the aperture distribution available
from the non-evanescent spectrum.
2.0 Back-projection from Far-Field
Aperture Theory
The direct back-projection algorithm was implemented
some time ago within the environment of the MI
Technologies MI-3000 Data Acquisition and Analysis
System to permit the aperture fields of a transmitting
antenna to be reconstructed from far-field pattern data
without employing any of the classic planar near-field
routines. The basis of the algorithm can be found in the
standard antenna textbook entitled "Antenna Theory:
Analysis and Design" by C.A. Balanis [4]. There in
Chapter 11 one finds the following relations that relate
the far electric fields of an aperture to the equivalent
current distributions within the aperture, which can be
taken as directly proportional to the aperture fields
themselves. From equations 11-10 b,c, 11-12 c,d, 11-15c
of Balanis and using Jx, Jy, Jz, Mz, = 0, we get

Eθ ≅ −
Lθ =

jke − jkr
( Lφ )
4π r

Eφ ≅ +

jke − jkr
( Lθ )
4π r

(1a,b)

[ M x cos θ cos φ + M x cos θ sin φ ]e jkr 'cosψ ds '

1c)

Aperture

Lφ =

[ − M x sin φ + M x cos φ ]e jkr 'cosψ ds '

(1d)

Aperture

r ' cosψ = x ' sin θ cos φ + y ' sin θ sin φ

(1e)

These equations relate the transverse components of the
far electric field to the equivalent x- and y- directed
source currents in the aperture. Here θ and φ are the polar
and azimuthal direction angles from the aperture to the
far-field point, with z as the polar axis, and the wave
number k is given by the ration 2π/λ, where λ is the freespace wavelength. (Note that the derivation in this section
employs the exp(+jωt) time convention, following
Balanis.)
Balanis' discussion of the principle of equivalent sources
and his example of how to obtain the equivalent magnetic
current from the aperture electric field in Section 11.2
makes it clear that the magnetic currents used to represent
the aperture fields can be taken as proportional to the
electric field components in the aperture as follows:
(2a,b)
E yAperture ∝ M x
E xAperture ∝ M y
Furthermore, one can recognize the form of the integral
expressions as two-dimensional Fourier transforms.
Thus, consistent with Balanis, (pg 461), the far-field
components due to an aperture field EAperture are
proportional to the Fourier transform (ℑ) of a y'-polarized
aperture electric field

Eθ ' ∝ sin φ ' ℑ( E yAperture
)
'
Eφ ' ∝ cosθ ' cos φ ' ℑ( E yAperture
)
'

(3a,b)

Similarly, for an x'-polarized aperture electric field the
corresponding far-field components would be
Eθ ' ∝ cos φ ' ℑ( ExAperture
)
'
(3c,d)
Eφ ' ∝ − cos θ ' sin φ ' ℑ( E xAperture
)
'
In general, there might be both x'- and y'- polarized
electric fields in the aperture and the far electric field
would be the linear superposition of the two; so that
Eθ ' ∝ cos φ ' ℑ( E xAperture
) + sin φ ' ℑ( E yAperture
) ; (4a,b)
'
'

Eφ ' ∝ cos θ ' ( − sin φ ' ℑ( E xAperture
) + cos φ ' ℑ( E yAperture
)) .
'
'
This pair of equations can be inverted to write

E
ℑ( E
) ∝ Eθ ' cos φ '− φ ' sin φ '
cosθ '
(5a,b)
E
ℑ( E yAperture
) ∝ Eθ ' sin φ '+ φ ' cos φ '
'
cosθ '
This then gives us the result we seek of how to take the far
electric field and directly compute the fields in the
aperture of the antenna that produced it. The algorithm is
first to adjust the amplitude of the phi-component by the
Aperture
x'

cosθ factor and then to rotate the theta- and phicomponents by the angle φ', prior to performing a twodimensional inverse Fourier transform on each of the
resulting data sets:
E
E xAperture
∝ ℑ−1[ Eθ ' cos φ '− φ ' sin φ ' ]
'
cos θ '
(6a,b)
E
E yAperture
∝ ℑ−1[ Eθ ' sin φ '+ φ ' cos φ ' ]
'
cos θ '
One important detail has yet to be mentioned, however.
The natural independent variables of the far electric field
components are the direction angles θ and φ; whereas, the
Fourier transform must be performed with the sine-space
variables kx and ky. Thus, before the inverse Fourier
transforms can be taken the data sets must be interpolated
at equally spaced intervals in sine space rather than the
naturally occurring equally spaced intervals of angular
space.
Several techniques are available for this interpolation
from an angular grid to a rectangular grid in K-space. The
results shown here made use of a simple bilinear complex
interpolation. The need for interpolation to the K-space
grid allows us without penalty to specify a grid that will
transform directly to a superset of the desired aperture
grid.
3.0 Computation of the Aperture Electric Field from
the Plane-Wave Spectrum
In this section we show that there is another line of
reasoning based upon Kerns' plane wave spectrum theory
of antennas [5] that leads to the same algorithm for
computing the aperture field from the far-field
components. (Note that the derivation in this section
employs the exp(-iωt) time convention, following Kerns.)
It is customary in performing the planar near-field to farfield transform to arrive at the determination of the far
electric field from the following asymptotic relationship:
(7)
E (r ) ≈ −i t10 ( Rk / r ) a0 eikr / r
Kerns, equation (1.6-1), where γ = k cosθ, and t10 is the

complete transmitting characteristic of the antenna-undertest. In planar scanning, the quantity t10 is determined by
de-embedding it from the coupling product that results
from a two-dimensional Fourier transform of the x-y
scanning data. This has the effect of removing the
influence of the probe from the result. The complete
transmitting characteristic is related to the partial or
transverse transmitting characteristic, T10, as Kerns
reminds us by his equation 1.6-3. (Following the now
common convention, to connote the transmitting

characteristic of the antenna under test (AUT), we employ
here the symbols t and T for the transmitting characteristic
rather than Kerns' original s and S.) Taking the case of
the right-hand hemisphere, we set q=1; and, we recall
from Kerns that

t10 ( K ) = [k / γ ]T10 (1, K )eˆ // (k ) + T10 (2, K )eˆ⊥ ( K ) . (8)
This result is made easier to understand by referring to the
definitions of the unit vectors that appear here, which can
be found in Kerns' Figure 3 and the footnotes to Table 1
on pp. 58 and 59.
(9a,b)
eˆ // = eˆθ
eˆ⊥ = eˆφ
We should also remember that the complete radiated
spectrum is related to the transmitting characteristic and
the incident excitation a0 by the simple relation

t 10 ( K ) a0 = b1 ( K )

(10)

which is Kerns' equation (1.6-2).
The problem of how to compute the aperture field of a
transmitting antenna from a knowledge of its plane-wave
spectrum is made simple by referring to one of Kerns'
results that occurs early in his development -- his
equations (1.2-14) and (1.2-15a) -- that relate transverse
quantities:

E1t (r ) =

1
2π

B (K ) e
1

B1 ( K ) =

iγz iK
e

b1 (m, K )

m

R

dK ,

.

(11)
(12)

m

The unit vectors κ1 and κ2 are defined by Kerns in his
Figures 2 and 3 and are the polar 2-D unit vectors in the
transverse x-y plane. Explicitly, from Kerns' Table 1,

κˆ 1 = eˆ x cos φ + eˆ y sin φ
κˆ 2 = − eˆ x sin φ + eˆ y cos φ = eˆ ⊥

(13a)
(13b)

What we now want to do is to relate the kappacomponents of the transverse spectrum B1(K) to the thetaand phi- components of t10(K) as given by equations 8
and 9 above.
First write equation 12 explicitly in the kappa components

B1 ( K ) = ˆ1 ( ˆ1 b1 ( K )) + ˆ 2 ( ˆ 2 b1 ( K ))

(14)

Next we obtain expressions for the components of b1(K).
From equation 10,
b1 ( K )
(15)
= t10 θ ( K )eˆθ + t10 φ ( K )eˆφ .
a0
And from Kerns, Table 1,

eˆφ = κˆ2 ;

eˆθ = κˆ1 cos θ − eˆ z sin θ

(16a,b)

Combining equations 14,15,16 yields then an expression
for the transverse spectrum in terms of its kappa
components but expressed in terms of the theta and phi
components of the complete transmitting characteristic:
B1 ( K )
(17)
= ˆ1[t10 θ ( K ) cos θ ] + ˆ 2 [t10 φ ( K )]
a0
Equations 11 and 17 can now be combined to give an
expression for the aperture field in terms of the theta and
phi components of the complete vectorial spectrum and
expressed in terms of the polar -- i.e. kappa-- components
on the x-y aperture plane.
a
E 1t ( r ) = 0
2π

{ ˆ 1 [t10

( K ) cos θ ] + ˆ [t
( K )]} e
2 10 φ
θ

iγz iK
e

R

dK

(18)
These kappa unit vectors can be re-expressed in terms of
the x- and y- unit vectors of the x-y aperture plane as in
equation 13. The term in braces then becomes

{ ˆ1[t10

θ

{[t10

θ

( K ) cos θ ] +

ˆ [t

2 10φ

( K ) cos θ ][eˆ x cos φ

}=

( K )]

+ eˆ y sin φ ] +

[t
( K )][−eˆ x sin φ
10φ

+ eˆ y cos φ ]}

(19)

=

sin φ
]+
θ
cos θ
cos φ
eˆ y [t ( K ) cos θ sin φ + t ( K ) cos θ
]}
10θ
10φ
cos θ

{eˆ x [t10

( K ) cos θ cos φ

−t

10φ

( K ) cos θ

In view of the well known relationship between the far
electric field and the complete vectorial transmitting
characteristic, including the cosθ
factor, found in
equation 7, the expression 18 for the transverse aperture
field can be rewritten as equation 20 below. Note that the
integral has the form of a two-dimensional Fourier
transform; note also that for back-projection, z=0 This
indeed has the exact same form as the earlier result from
aperture theory, Section 2; please see equation 6 above.

E 1t (r ) ∝

{eˆ [ Eθ ( K ) cos φ − Eφ ( K ) sin φ ] +

(20)

cos θ
cos φ
iγz
eˆ y [ Eθ ( K ) sin φ + Eφ ( K )
]}e eiK R dK
cos θ
Thus we have shown that in fact computing the aperture
field directly from aperture theory and computing it from
x

the theory of the plane wave spectrum as used in planar
NF scanning give identical algorithms.
4.0 Other Algorithms for Computation of the
Aperture Field from the Far Electric Field
Other authors have previously addressed the problem of
computing the aperture electric field from measured data,
each with his own approach chosen for individual reasons.
The approach closest to that described here is Garneski's
which was based explicitly upon the theory of Kerns [5].
His equation (1) is equivalent to Kerns' equation (1.2-10);
it reads

E (x, y,0) = a0 t10 (k x , k y )e

i ( k x x+ k y y )

dk x dk y

The difference between this and our equation (18) above
is that (18) is an expression restricted to the x- and ycomponents of the aperture field whereas Garneski's
equation (1) includes the z-component as well [1]. He
goes on to relate his results to the aperture components
based upon Ludwig polarization considerations.
Newell et al [2]chose to work with the near-field probe
response B(x,y;d) and with Kerns' coupling product as the
quantity to be Fourier transformed to obtain the aperture
distribution. They assume a unity probe receiving
characteristic and thus they take the components of the
antenna transmit characteristic tA(kx,ky)and tE(kx,ky) as the
coupling product; their equation (3) reads as follows

B(x, y, d h ) = t A (k x , k y )eiγdh e

i ( xk x + yk y )

dk x dk y

This, together with the expressions
E A (k x , k y )

E E (k x , k y )
t E (k x , k y ) =
cos(θ )
cos(θ )
yield their aperture distributions. This approach estimates
the response of a type of probe but not the electric field.

t A (k x , k y ) =

The approach of Cappellin et al, not yet evaluated by the
authors, is a fresh approach based upon spherical wave
expansions that accounts for the contributions of
evanescent fields.
5.0 Measured Near-Field Results and Examples of
Back-Projection
At MI Technologies we have measured a flat plate slotted
array by means of both planar and spherical NF scanning.
This 18-inch diameter array operates at frequencies near
9.375 GHz; it is linearly polarized and has first sidelobes
that lie approximately 30 dB below the main beam peak.
A photograph of this antenna is shown in Fig. 1 along
with a graphic overlay of the element map. For the
purpose of the demonstration two of the elements were
blocked with metalized mylar tape, as shown.

Fig. 1. Overlay of Element Map and
Photograph of the 18 inch Flat Plate
Array with the Blocked Elements
Marked in Red
To demonstrate the equivalence of the two algorithms we
took a planar NF measurement of this flat plate array on a
3 ft scanner and produced the aperture distribution from
the probe-corrected, coarsely sampled, plane wave
spectrum in two different ways. In the first case we
computed the far field, interpolating the plane-wave
spectrum onto an equally spaced grid in angle space,
followed by direct aperture back-projection as described
in Section 2. In the second case we computed the aperture
field directly from the coarsely sampled plane-wave
spectrum as described in Section 3. The results are
plotted for comparison in Fig. 2 below. No identifiable
discrepancy is evident.
This antenna has also been used in the commissioning of a
large spherical NF arch range. During arch-range
checkout data was acquired in both polar and equatorial
AUT orientations. The polar orientation was achieved by
pointing the aperture normal vertically, or aimed at θ = 0°
in the far field. The equatorial orientation was achieved
by pointing the aperture normal horizontally or aimed at
θ = 90° in the far field. Figure 3 exhibits the comparison
between the aperture back-projections in a common
coordinate system obtained in the two different
orientations. To obtain the aperture field from spherical
NF data, first the far field is computed and then the direct
method of Section 2 is employed. The result shows
remarkable agreement both in amplitude and in phase.
Any possible discrepancy due perhaps to mechanical
distortion between the two orientations was clearly quite
small to achieve the agreement illustrated.

6.0 Summary
We have described a back-projection algorithm with far
electric field as input and shown it to be consistent both
with conventional antenna aperture theory and with
Kerns' plane-wave scattering matrix theory. We have

confirmed the agreement between the corresponding
code sets using planar NF measurements. We have also
demonstrated the consistency and robustness of the
method with spherical NF measurements made on a
large arch range in polar and equatorial orientations.

Fig. 2. Comparison Between Amplitude and Phase Distributions of Back-projection of Planar NearField Measured Data by Two Different Sets of Software
(1) Direct Back-projection Using Aperture Antenna Theory
(2) Back-Projection Using Kerns' Fourier Transform of the Antenna Scattering Matrix

Fig. 3. Comparison Between Amplitude and Phase Distributions from Back-projection of Spherical NearField Data for Polar and Equatorial Orientation of the Measurement Coordinate System
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